Introduction
The Stieltjes transformation of generalized functions was investigated by Benedetto [1] , Zemanian [16] , Misra [10] , Pandey [11], Lavoine and Misra [7] , and Erdelyi [5] . The inversion theorems for the Stieltjes transform of generalized functions, in their own approaches, were given in Benedetto [1] , Zemanian [16] , Pandey [11], Pathak [12] (he used Pandey's approach) and Erdelyi [5] .
We notice that the inversion theorems for the Stieltjes transform of functions were given in Widder [15] , Sumner [13] , Hirschman and Widder [6] and Byrne and Love [2] , [9] .
In this paper we use the definition of the distributional Stieltjes transform of index p (peR\(-N o );N o = Nu{0}), S p -transform, given by Lavoine and Misra. The S ptransform is defined for a subspace of Schwartz space 3)'{U) while in [16] , [10] , [11] and [5] the Stieltjes transform is defined for the elements of appropriate spaces of generalized functions. But in these spaces the differentiation is not defined. This implies that, for example, the Stieltjes transform of d lk) (x -a), a^O, keN, is meaningless in the sense of [16] , [10] , [11] , [5] . (The space investigated in [1] does not contain 8 ik) {x -a), a^O, as well.) It is easy to see that the S p -transform of <5 (k) (x-a), a^O, exists for p>-k, peU\ ( -N 0 ) . This is the reason why we use the definition of the Stieltjes transform given in [7] and [8] . Carmichael and Milton [3] also used this definition for their investigations of the Stieltjes transform.
We are going to give the Inversion Theorem for the p-th Stieltjes transform of fe&" + (which has p-th Stieltjes transform) where ¥'+ is the space of tempered distributions with supports in [0, oo). We denote the S p -transform of / by S p f. S p f is a holomorphic function in C\( -oo,0] so we can apply, roughly speaking, the classical inversion formulae in order to obtain the properties of / in the interval (0, oo). In the general case the point zero brings some difficulties for the full characterization of / We overcome these difficulties by giving the distributional sense to the classical inversion formulae. 
where H(x) is the Heaviside function and a 0 = JQ F(t) it. In the distributional sense we have 
where
peN 0 , and
(/ (p) also denotes p-th derivative). 
We shall use the following differential operators from [5] (see [5] , relation (6.1) with p = l + n, q -l + n and p + k instead of p):
where D is the ordinary derivative. We notice that these operators and similar ones are used in [9] as well. The operators J$? np k " neN 0 , are formally self-adjoint.
Also, we shall use somewhat modified operators:
As we are going to use these operators in the distributional sense with 
Inversion theorem
We shall prove:
Inversion Theorem. Let fe^'(p).
Then for any < §>&y
where k is the value from (c).
By (S p f)+ we denote the distribution which correspond to the function (S p f)+ where If (S p /)+ is a function from L^JU), then (S p f) + denotes the regular distribution which corresponds to (S p f)+ and if (S p /) + does not belong to L^IR), then (S p /)+ is an appropriate regularization of (S p f)+. This will be explained in detail in the following two sections.
If we compare our Inversion Theorem with the corresponding ones in Pandey [11] and Pathak [12] , for example, we notice the following: the set S of restrictions of functions in £f = Sf(U) on (0, oo) with the topology induced by that of y is a proper subspace of the testing function space S a (0, oo) in their notation. Hence the restrictions of elements from S'JO, oo) belong to S'. Further, our Inversion Theorem is valid for (freSf whereas Pandey and Pathak use 06^(0, oo).
In proving the theorem we observe separately cases p + k>0 and p + k<0.
The case p+k>0
Let us put F^x) = Jg F(t) dt, xeU. The function F x is continuous, F^O)=0 and F[ l) = F. It follows from (c) that for some C t >0 (6) (we choose e such that p + k-e>0).
Since / = F ( * +1) from (6), by partial integration, we obtain 1 )(s), seC\(-oo,0].
In the same way as in [5] , p. 239 (proof of L n X $-KJ>(X) as n->oo) we can prove that for x > 0 as ( 
7)
We want to obtain an estimate of the convergence rate in (7) . Because of that, in the following lemma, we give the complete proof of (7). 
\S p f) + (x) is locally integrable on U.
We put Obviously, the cases or are possible for some s, 0 < s < I +1 which depends on / Let us suppose the case (we call it the extreme case):
In this case (S p /) + denotes the following regularization of the functions (S p f)+ (see [4] , p. 11):
If we put ), x>0 ieN 0 , from the proof of Lemma 2 it follows that we have to put In this case we obtain formulae similar to (9)- (11) . If (S p f)+eL{ x , then (S p /) + is a regular distribution. If in the computation of L np k x (S p f) + (n-*oo) regularizations are to appear, then they have to be made in the way which we have already described.
Proof of the Inversion Theorem for p+Jt > 0. We shall give the proof for the extreme case i.e. we suppose The other cases discussed above can be proved in a similar way. By (9) In the sense of the distributional derivative we have
o converges uniformly to zero on (0, oo) as n-*co. in V as n^oo.
Proof of the Inversion

Remark 2. Let fef'(p)
and (1) 
